
PRESENTATION



Since 2010 developing expertise in 
the conception of architectural and 
technical lighting.

Each project has fully customizable options 
in terms of dimensions, finishes and formats, 
to fit the most complex arrangement, from a 
commercial space to a residential or even 
a corporate area. 

Permanently focused on the excellence of 
improving design solutions, Begolux presents 
versatile and adequate architectural lighting 
solutions with high aesthetics and functional 
components.



CORE BUSINESS

Begolux has its core business established 
in the manufacture of luminaires for 
indoor and outdoor lighting projects. 

In an increasingly demanding market, 
Begolux stands out for its national 
production, from the idealization of the 
luminaire to the final product, ensuring 
a competitive advantage of reduced 
cost, without neglecting the quality 
and excellence of the piece.

With a short lead time, the company 
ensures efficiency and speed in 
processing the order.



“CREATIVITY INVOLVES TWO PROCESSES: 
THINKING, THEN PRODUCING.” 

- LINDA NAIMAN



PRODUCT RANGE

Architectural lighting design urges for 
different possibilities when incorporating 
the perfect light in each project. 

The available collections were developed 
to be able to adapt, allowing a highly 
customization for each project. 

Each range is composed by products with 
several possible applications, to ensure you 
have the design  needed and are able to 
combine them.



CUSTOMIZATION & 
BESPOKE

The products in the catalog can be 
customized according to the finishes, 
dimensions and components available. 
Bespoke service available to develop
project-oriented designs for specific needs.

AVAILABLE COLORS

METALLIC FINISHES

WHITE
RAL 9003

WHITE BLACK GOLD

BLACK
RAL 9005

GREY
RAL 9006

ANTHRACITE 
RAL 7016

CORTEN 
STEEL

YELLOW
RAL 1018

OTHER RAL 
COLORS 

AVAILABLE 
UNDER REQUEST

ANODIZED 
ALUMINUM

GOLD 
MATTE

COPPER 
MATTE

BRONZE 
DARK MATTE

NATURAL MATERIALS FINISHES

WALNUT 
WOOD

CHERRY 
WOOD

PINE
WOOD CORK

REFLECTORS



SCALA CAFFE

Located by the beach, Scalla Caffe is a Begolux 
restaurant project.
 
This project sought to highlight the simplicity 
and timelessness of the luminaires, giving 
the space a sophisticated and welcoming 
atmosphere. 
 
The spaciousness of the space made it possible 
to combine several luminaires, all different 
from each other, but all aligned to create a 
harmonious play of light with personality.

Project File 
Valdemar Coutinho Arquitetos



Project File: Valdemar Coutinho Arquitetos



STARTUP BARREIRO

StartUp Barreiro is a business incubator that 
seeks to create an entrepreneurial culture by 
promoting and supporting new initiatives. 

The space has Begolux lighting to meet its 
different needs, while maintaining its sober 
identity.
 
With different work areas, there was a need to 
use luminaires from different ranges, trying 
to differentiate the work area from the leisure 
area. 
The use of different lighting pieces made 
it possible to adjust the luminous flux 
characteristics according to the requirements 
of the area.

Project File
Câmara Municipal do Barreiro
Proquality Engenharia



Project File: Câmara Municipal do Barreiro | Proquality Engenharia



B&B HOTEL
SANTO TIRSO

The B&B Hotel in Santo Tirso is a hospitality 
project that stands out for its careful approach 
to lighting, relying on Begolux to create a 
unique atmosphere.

Considering the essence of the space, the 
emphasis was on ensuring a positive and 
pleasant experience for guests, from the 
beginning to the end of the day. A uniform 
and harmonious light flow was crucial for the 
project to fulfill its objective.

Project File
Mestir, Instalações Elétricas, Lda
Photography | B&B Hotel



AGRESTELUZ 
OFFICES

Creating a functional space while providing 
a pleasant environment for AgresteLuz 
employees were two principles that guided 
the design of this corporate project. 
With Begolux lighting, the final project 
is characterized by being a balanced 
space, where the physical and emotional 
requirements of the employees are met.
 
Consisting of several sections, the lighting 
planning for AgresteLuz’s office space 
focused on the needs and purposes of each 
area, both for relaxation and work, thus seeking 
to understand the best type of lighting for the 
specific area.

Project File 
Engineer Luís Rodrigues



Project File: Engineer Luís Rodrigues



An industrial concept building was 
developed, which met the various functional 
requirements, such as light and a constant 
interior temperature.
 
Light was an essential part of this project.
It was imperative to show the real color of 
the materials being worked on there, with 
continuous and constant light, without 
major variations throughout the day, without 
projecting shadows onto the work being done 
there and with a light temperature close to 
natural light.
 
The Begolux luminaires made it possible to 
trace a path of light throughout the building, 
with a simple and minimal language that blends 
in perfectly with the architectural choices, 
creating at certain points a harmony between 
its light and the light projected from outside, 
with games that add beauty to the space.

ARTOMCOR

Project File
Architecture | Anabela Vanzeler Colaço 
Engineering and Specialties | Francisco Gomes, Adalberto 
Machado, Hélder Pereira - nZEBuildings Solutions, Lda 
Photography | Pedro Vanzeler Colaço



Project File: Architecture | Anabela Vanzeler Colaço  /  Engineering and Specialties | Francisco Gomes, Adalberto Machado, Hélder Pereira - nZEBuildings Solutions, Lda   /  Photography | Pedro Vanzeler Colaço



RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

INFINITY XSLIM 
DELUXE SUSPENDED

INFINITY XSLIM 
TRIMLESS

INFINITY XSLIM 
FLAPS SUSPENDED

CIRCULAR RING 
90 SUSPENDED



INFINTY XSLIM 
WITH REFLECTORS 

SUSPENDED

WOODLINE 90 
SUSPENDED



INFINITY SUSPENDED
W/ THREE-PHASE 

TRACK

CORPORATE PROJECTS

CIRCULAR PLATE 
90 SUSPENDED



INFINITY DOUBLE 
SUSPENDED

CIRCULAR PLATE 90 
SUSPENDED WITH 

ADJUSTABLE BASE



EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS

INFINITY XSLIM
TABLE



INFINITY 
BOARD

INFINITY WITH 
ADAPTER FOR 

THREE-PHASE TRACK



COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

INFINITY MARKET
SUSPENDED



INFINITY RECESSED
W/ THREE-PHASE 

TRACK

INFINITY TUBE 
OPAL IP65

SUSPENDED



QUADRA R RING 
SUSPENDED

(Custom-designed 
according to project 

requirements)

WOODLINE FLAPS 
90 SUSPENDED 



OTHER PROJECTS

AURA V
SUSPENDED



SAN SEBASTIAN

INFINITY XSLIM
ORION SUSPENDED



CIRCULAR RING 90 
SLIM SUSPENDED

QUADRA RING 
SURFACE

(Custom-designed 
according to project 

requirements)



VISIT THE SHOWROOM 
AT PORTO, PORTUGAL

https://www.instagram.com/begolux/
https://www.facebook.com/begolux/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/begolux/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.bimobject.com/en/begolux
https://g.page/begolux?share

